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-- Paige Maddison is only 17 years old,
but many know her spirit is ageless. She
holds the gift of seeing beyond the layers
of our reality, the courage to battle the
evils that threaten to tear those layers
apart, and the key to an ancient mystery
that will decide the fate of the spirit
realm, and our own, for another century.

In Shine Your Light, the third book of the
Paige Maddison series, Paige finds
herself precariously balanced between
the mortal and spiritual realms, even
while being haunted by events of the
past. Surrounded by powerful allies, old
and new, she discovers the true power of
friendship―and the impact of its
betrayal―as she faces her greatest
challenge: the Prince of Darkness
himself. The Ultimate Evil.

When a black moon looms over All
Hallows' Eve, and the battle for control of
an ancient Grimoire threatens to destroy
the world as we know it, Paige will be put
to the test. Will love and goodness win
the day? Will the strength and magic of her Celtic ancestry, the First Nations People, her Spirit Wolf
family, or even divine intervention be enough to help her prevail? Chosen by fate to win the battle of
good vs evil on Earth’s battlefield, what if the upperworld made the wrong choice?

Looking for a supernatural series full of twists and turns at every corner? John Robert Colombo,
Canada’s Master Gatherer, has this to say: Shine Your Light is a delightful and insightful novel...It
beautifully describes the incredible adventures of the youthful Paige Maddison...wise beyond her
years. As well, she is an intuitive person whose feet are firmly planted on the ground...she communes
with the spirits of Archangels Raphael and Michael, King Solomon, Grey Owl, and even the dreaded
Beelzebub! Like many of her high-school girlfriends, Paige is a well-rounded and purposeful
personality...I found myself thinking about her as the Nancy Drew of the realm of high spirits and
dreams and visions...all convincingly described...descriptions of lively human beings with whom it is
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easy to identify, will find this well-wrought work of fantasy to their
liking. In my opinion, it is “a keeper.” It is also (risking a pun) a
Paige-turner. 

To Buy:
http://www.friesenpress.com/bookstore/title/11973400003858621
4/Lee-Bice-Matheson-Shine-Your-Light / Ages 10+

About the Authors:
Lee Bice-Matheson has narratives published in The Big Book of
Canadian Hauntings, entitled Two Experiences. She wrote Wake
Me Up Inside, Book One, Paige Maddison Series, then
coauthored Destiny’s Gate, Book Two, Paige Maddison Series
with her loving son, J.R. Matheson. He is a pharmacology PhD
student at the University of Toronto. Lee and J.R. are passionate
about the subject of ghosts and spirituality.
###

Shine your light, Paige. Shine
your light. People have been
trying to shut it down since
the day you were born.
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